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Outstanding students graduating from Art Institutes today have
more opportunities than in the past. LASALLE College of the
Arts, Student of the Year for last year’s degree course Nandita
Mukand, presents 21 new works on display in the exhibition
"The Material of Time".
After graduating from school Nandita was not idle. Last
November, she went to the Australian Blue Mountains to the
Wollemi National Park for a month of artist residency program
at BigCI. Immersion in natural surrounding has had a profound
impact on her work. As a result the newer works are richer in
color and texture and have become more daring.
Nandita talked about how her practice benefitted immensely
from living in Australia’s natural spaces- writing, thinking,
feeling and reflecting on the endless cycles of nature and
observing the abundant plant life.
Last year, Nandita’s graduation work was a large scale
sculpture, using numerous natural materials such as leaves,
grass clippings, twigs, bark, spices, earth, newspapers and other
components-reminding one of nature woven into a garment
reflecting the cycles of life. Her other artwork, in addition to
the traditional oil and acrylic paints, also incorporates leaves,
seeds, grass and even sand and so on. Through layers of paint
and materials, one can feel the action of the passage of time.
"In Australia-staying in a natural place- I felt these feelings with
a greater intensity. In the cities we always want to control time,

but time in nature cannot be controlled or dominated by
human desire. The acceptance of this is a connection to cosmic
time and leads to a feeling of peaceful acceptance of things
beyond our control."
The richness of Australia's plant species also inspired Nandita’s
use of color. For example, she said that the bark of the
eucalyptus trees are different from tropical trees in that the
eucalyptus bark has a surface, that holds many hues- pink,
purple and red. "There is a flesh colour exposed under
eucalyptus bark when the bark peels. Also when it rains the
bark changes colour due to moisture taking on different hues."
The colors seem to explode on the surface of her work. In the
past Nandita’s pallete was largely brown, yellow, black but now
there are bright pinks, blues, greens that give a sense of infinite
vitality to the work. "Vitality and resilience is what I
experienced strongly during my residency in Australia. I saw
areas where entire forests had been destroyed by a forest fire,
but in a very short period of time there was a lush green
recovery. Regardless of the conditions nature imposes on the
trees and flowers, they seem to find a way to adapt and to
blossom and grow. "
She would go forth everyday sketching and writing her
thoughts in the wilderness "Given the abundance of plant life
the chaos was overwhelming but within this chaos there is an
order and rhythm to be found. So, I tried to convey this
sentiment in my works."
The exhibition's nine sculptures and 12 paintings, can be seen
as time accumulating as in nature in the layers of paint and
materials. Nandita believes that the passage of time is natural
and uncontrollable, and is attempting to convey these aspects
of time through her use of materials and markmaking.

Her work is grounded in research on how to stabilize the
deteriorating of natural materials within the work. "Using
natural material, I can allow them to spontaneously express my
ideas in a new visual language."To ease the creative process
and storage, she spent a lot of time researching on how to
stablize the fast detoriorating natural materials. “This is my
unique medium, I will need to explore a new visual language.“
Nandita moved to Singapore from India 12 years ago. Initially,
Nandita worked only parttime on her art. Almost 40 years old,
she worked as an engineer in India, then moved to Singapore
with her husband and worked as a manager in multinational
corporations. Only after the family achieved economic stability,
did Nandita resign from her corporate job to be a fulltime
artist.
Nandita will be going back to Australia soon to do a show there.
In the future she also wants to work bigger pieces. "I want to
work on larger pieces as this is more liberating especially given
the highly textured nature of my work."

